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It is well known that the solutions of functional differential equations have jump- 
discontinuities in their derivatives, unless some rather restrictive compatibility con- 
ditions are imposed upon the initial function. In this paper a method for the 
calculation of the position and the value of these jumps is presented, and conditions 
that are sufficient for the solution to be smooth between the jump-discontinuities 
are given. 8 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let z be a positive real number, and 1.1 be a norm on R”. Let C, be the 
Banach space C( [ -r, 01, R”) of continuous functions mapping the interval 
[ -z, 0] into R”, with supremum norm IId I/ = supBE C-r,o, ) d(e)1 . Let 
t, E R, and let 9 denote either the set [to, T] for some T> t,, or the set 
[to, cc); let gT be the set [to - r, to) u 9. If x is a function that maps gz 
into R”, and if t E 9, then x,: [ -7, 0] + R” is the function defined by 
x,(e) = x( t + e). 
We shall consider functional differential equations (FDEs) of the form 
x’(t) = F(t, x0, fEL3 
Xl,=4 
(1.1) 
assuming that F and 4 are such that existence and uniqueness of the 
solution x are guaranteed. If the FDE is linear, that is, if 
x’(t) = L(f) x, + h(t), tE9 
(1.2) 
x,,=d 
then the usual assumptions are (cf. Hale [4, p. 1431): 
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1. There is a measurable n x n matrix valued function v defined on 
9 x [ -r, 01, normalized so that ~(t, 0) = 0, r(t, 0) is continuous to the left 
in 0 on (-z, 0) and ~(t, 0) has bounded variation in 6’ on [ -7, 01, such 
that 
(1.3) 
for any *EC,. 
For technical reasons we assume that ~(t, .) is defined on Iw, and 
q(t,s)=O for $20, r~(t,s)=q(t, -r) for s< --z. 
2. There is an m E Lp(g, iw) such that for all $ E C,, 
I L(t) $ I 6 m(t)ll$ II a.e. on 9%. (1.4) 
3. hEPy(9, W). 
4. qbEC,. 
These conditions (which we shall refer to as the “general hypotheses,” 
following Hale [4]) are sufficient for (1.2) to have a unique solution x on 
sz in the sense of Caratheodory, that is, x is continuous on ax,, x is locally 
absolutely continuous on 9 and (1.2) holds for t E 9 a.e.. 
This paper deals with the smoothness properties of the solution x. It 
turns out to be of practical use to permit a discontinuity of the first kind in 
the initial function at the initial point. (In this way, our results are valid for 
the fundamental solution of (1.2). Compare also the remarks on this sub- 
ject of Delfour and Mitter [ 11.) Therefore we define the function class 
C;=(qb:[-z,O]-KY Th ere are OjE(-r,O], i=O ,..., k, such 
that 4 is continuous on [-T, O]\{e,,..., 8,): lim,,, d(0) and 
lim,l,, d(0) exist, the latter being equal to d(e;)}. 
For all 4 E C:, L(t) 4 exists as an n-vector of Riemann-Stieltjes O-Young 
integrals (cf. Hildebrandt [ 5, 11.19.3.111) and as a vector of 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals ( [ 5, VI.4.2, VII. 11.12]), and their values are 
equal ([S, VII.3.91). 
For most practical purposes it will be sufficient to consider C: as the set 
of admissible initial functions. For theoretical purposes it may be useful to 
extend C; to a Banach space. The closure of C: with respect to the 
supremum norm is 
C, = (4: C-z, 0] + [w” I# is continuous from the right 
on C-z, 0), and for each E > 0 the set 
{8~1imsup,,, @(0+6)-liminf,,,#(8+6)>s} is finite}. 
(1.5) 
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This space may also be obtained as the closure of the right-continuous 
functions of bounded variation with respect to the supremum norm. 
By definition of the integral, L(t) is a bounded linear operator from C: 
into R”. It follows that L(t) is a bounded linear operator on C,, and 
moreover, I L(t) 4 I < m(t) II 4 11 a.e. for all 4 E C,. Standard arguments may 
be used to prove 
THEOREM 1. Let 4 E c,, and assume that l-3 of the general hypotheses 
are satisfied. Then (1.2) has a unique solution x on ~2~ such that x is locally 
absolutely continuous on gI. 
If we consider differential-difference equations of the form 
x’(t)=A(t)x(t)+B(t)x(r-7) (1.6) 
(where A and B are n x n matrix valued functions), it becomes quickly 
apparent that A plays a role that differs somewhat from that of B. For 
example, the discontinuities of x are propagated by B, not by A. The same 
holds for general linear equations. Hence it may be advantageous to isolate 
this “ordinary part” of the functional. This can be done by means of the 
representation postulated above: 
Define for all t the matrix valued functions q,(t, .) and v],(t, .) on [ - 7,0] 
by 
Vo(f, 0) = 2; v(tt 0') for (9 E [ - z, 0), qO( t, 0) = 0 
(the limit exists because r(t, .) has bounded variation; 
cf. Hildebrandt [S, 11.71) and (1.7) 
f~o,e) = ae) - ~~(4 0) foreE[-7,0]. 
Then we can partition L(t) according to qo(t, .) and qr(t, .): 
As in (1.6) we set 
A(t) = L,(t) 1 (1.9) 
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or equivalently, 
L,(t) = A(t) 6, (1.10) 
(6, is the Dirac measure at the point 0). 
For r E [w we define the functions t -+ (t - 0: by 
(+Y+ =X[:,&)’ X~ being the characteristic function of the 
set E, 
(t-5); =(r-5)’ for t 3 5, j > 0, (1.11) 
= 0 for i<<,,j>O. 
Similarly we have the functions t + (t - <)’ : 
(t-r)< =(t-()$ forj>O. 
(1.12) 
In this paper we shall give sufficient conditions under which the solution x 
of the FDE 
(1.13) 
allows a decomposition 
x(t) = 1 d&t - t,P+/j! + x(,)(t) 
i.1 
where the first term accounts for the jumps, and xc,,) is smooth. The 
existence of such a decomposition is of particular interest from the point of 
view of a numerical analyst. It enables us to adapt a numerical method for 
ordinary differential equations (e.g., a linear multistep method or a Runge 
Kutta method) in such a way that the solution of (1.13) may be 
approximated with the same order of convergence as the solution of a 
smooth ODE. For details, see de Gee [2]. 
2. SOLUTIONS WITH CONTINUOUS DERIVATIVES BETWEEN THE JUMPS 
DEFINITION. Let dc Iw be connected. A function x: 8 + [w” has an 
expansion of the first kind to order m if there is a function x(,) E Cm(8, tlY) 
such that 
(2.1) 
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where the dijE R”, and in each compact interval in 8 there are a finite num- 
ber of t;. 
Remark. If a function x has an expansion of the first kind to order 
m 3 0, then x, E C, for each t for which x, is well defined. 
DEFINITION. A bounded linear functional L on C, has an expansion of 
the first kind to order m if there are n x n matrices A and B,, ri E (0, r] and 
a function q(,,) E Cm( [ - 5, 01, [w”’ “) such that for all q4 E C, 
@=I0 [ 4 A@)O, + i f B&Q+ ~,)‘lj! + q(,,,,(e) { II 40) (2.2) 7 i=l /=o 
(NB. /t(e)o, and B&B+ r;)! denote the product of A and B, with the 
functions HI-+ (0): and @I--+ (0 + 7;)’ .) 
Remark. Obviously, representation (2.2) is such that the general 
hypotheses of Section 1 are satisfied. Thus L is a linear functional on C,, 
and formula (2.2) still holds for I$E C,. On the other hand, a bounded 
linear functional L on C, that is represented by a function q of bounded 
variation according to Section 1 has an expansion to order 0 if and only if 
q has a finite number of jumps. Similar conditions hold for expansions to 
higher order. 
DEFINITION. A non-autonomous linear functional L(.) on C, has an 
expansion of the first kind to order m if there is a function 
tl(,): 9 x c -r, 01 + R”“” such that: 
(i) for each tc9?, rcm,(t, .) is continuous from the left and of 
bounded variation on [ -7, 01; 
(ii) the functions f~q(,,(t, 0) and CHY](,)(~, -2) are in 
,,,,(9, KY”“); 
(iii) for each uE9z the function tt+q(,)(t, u-t) is in 
C”( [u, u + z] n9, KY”“); 
(iv) the function tt-+supuE Clpr,,l I(d/dt)” q(,)(t, u - t)l is locally 
bounded on 9; 
(v) there are A, Biis Cm(9, IF!” ““), Z;E Cm(9, [0, z]) such that for 
all d E C, 
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(vi) for each t,~k2 the equations t-~~(t)=t~,i=l,...,k, have a 
finite number of solutions. 
LEMMA 2. Let f: 9 x [ - z, 0] + KY’ xn be such that 
(i) for each t E 9, f (t, .) is continuous from the left and of bounded 
variation on [ -7, 01; 
(ii) the functions t ++ f (t, 0) and t Hf (t, - T) are continuous on 9; 
(iii) for each u E kB7 the function t t+f(t, u - t) is continuous on 
[u, u+z]n~. 
(iv) the function ttis~pr~~,~, 1 f (t, .) is locally bounded on 9. 
Then for any function x: 9r + R” that is continuous from the right and has 
locally bounded variation, the function h: 9 -+ KY defined by 
h(t) = j-‘) C&f (t, 011 .x(t + Q) r (2.4) 
is continuous on 9. 
Proof We define the extension z 9 x R -+ R” xn off by 
.7k u) =.f(t> u) foruE[---,O] 
.7k u) =f (4 0) for u30 
P(t, u)=f(t, -z) for uQ -7. 
Then it follows from (ii) and (iii) that the function tt+y(t, u - t) is con- 
tinuous on 9 for each u E R (Fig. 1). 
Lets, tE9, t>s. Then 
h(t)-W=[O C4fkH)1x(~+~)-j” Cdefb,@lx(s+@ -* --i 
=f Cd,{.h u-t)-.%, u-s,)1 x(u) 3 ~ T 
= (f(t, O)-fb, 0)) x(t)-(f(t, -t)-f(s, -rl)x(s-T) 
- 1 J- ’ ( (t,u-t)-j?s,u-s))d,x(u). (2.5) .r -- r 
(Note that integration by parts is allowed because x is continuous from the 
right and UH~(Z, u - t) is continuous from the left.) As t~y(t, u - t) is 
continuous pointwise in u and the. family of functions u~y(t, u - t) is 
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1 tr ‘\‘+ 
t=u+e 
FIG. 1. For fixed u, t H f( r, u - t) has the values of f( f ,  O), where (t, 0) is on the zig-zag 
in the (t, u)-plane. 
(locally) bounded in t, we may apply Lebesgue’s bounded convergence 
theorem to the last integral above, and thus we find that h(t) - h(s) + 0 as 
t-s-0. 1 
Remark. If the function fin Lemma 2 satisfies the condition (i), then it 
is easy to see that the conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) are also necessary for the 
assertion to be valid for any x that has locally bounded variation and that 
is continuous from the right. The necessity of (ii) and (iii) can be shown by 
using Heaviside’s functions for x; the necessity of (iv) follows from the 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 
LEMMA 3. Let f: 9 x [ -t, 0] + KY’ x” he such that 
(i) for each t E 9, f (t, .) is continuous from the left and of bounded 
variation on [-z, 01; 
(ii) the functions t t-+f( t, 0) and t Hf( t, -7) are differentiable on 9; 
(iii) for each u ~9~ the function t Hf (t, u - t) is differentiable on 
[u,u+z]n~; 
(iv) the function t~sup~~~~-~,,, J(d/dt)f(t, u-t)\ is locally bounded 
on 9. 
Then for any function x: 9?r + (w” that is continuous from the right and 
has locally bounded variation, the function h defined in (2.4) is dgferentiable 
in each t E 9, where x(t) and x( t - 5) are continuous, and for these t we have 
h’(t)=[;f(t,O)]x(t)-[$f(t, -+(t-T) 
$f(t+-t)]dAu). (2.6) 
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Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2 we have (compare (2.5)) 
-(.f(t+E, -?I-f(t, -T))X(f--) 
'+' (~(t+E,U---E)-7(f,U-t))d2,X(U) 1 
, 
-J [ 2 ] 
t, 24 - t) d,x(u) f 7 
- lim 1 
I'OE C/-r- c.r-r)u(r,/+C1 
(~(t+E,U-r-&)--f(t,u--))d,,x(u) ) 
1 
because of the same argument as that used in Lemma 2, and the last term 
is zero if x is continuous at t and t-z. [ 
Remark. If, for t E 9 fixed, ,f is differentiable in all points (t, u - t), 
u E [t - T, t], then (2.6) may be rewritten: 
and thus we obtain 
(2.7) 
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Note that this formula uses the original function (t, f!I)~f(f, 0) and not the 
transformed function (t, U) ~f( t, u - t). 
Lemmas 2 and 3 will be used to show that a functional L(.) and an 
initial function 6 that have expansions of the first kind, lead to a solution x 
of the FDE x’(t) = L(t) x, that has such an expansion as well. Throughout 
this paper we shall use the following convention: 
Notation. The discontinuities in the initial function 4, the solution x 
and the kernel function r(t, .) will be denoted as follows: 
- ti E C$* is a point where x or one of its derivatives has a jump dis- 
continuity of the first kind. The jump in the jth derivative will be denoted 
by d.. thus d, = lim 
a jugp 
x . discontmu~t;l~n 
(ti+~)-xX(i)(ti-s). If tiE(to--7, t,], then 4 has 
:t’- t ,,, with the same value. 
~ Similarly, -5; E [ -5, 0) is a point where ~(t, .) or one of its 
derivatives has a jump discontinuity. This jump will be denoted by B,, thus 
B,(t)=lim,,, (c?/c%)~ q(t, -zj+~)-(8/80)i~(t, -r;). If I has a jump 
discontinuity in 0, then its value will be denoted by A(t), as usual. Further- 
more, we shall write A,(t) for (d/dt)‘n,(t, u-t)lU=,-. 
The points ti and -7; will be called jump positions, the quantities 
d, E R” and B,(t) E Wxn jump values. 
THEOREM 4. Let L(.) be a non-autonomous linear functional on C, that 
satisfies the general hypotheses of Section 1 and has an expansion of the first 
kind to order m. Let I$ E C, have an expansion of the first kind to order m, 
and let x be the solution qf the FDE 
x’(t)=L(t)x, (te9) 
x(to) = 4. 
Then x has an expansion of the first kind to order m + 1 on 9. More 
precisely, there is an xc, + 1J E C” + ‘(9, R) such that 
mtl 
x(t)=C 1 d,i(t-t,+,,i)Clj!+x,,+,,(t) 
i j=O 
P-8 1 
where the jump positions tqi are given recursively by 
(where ej are the jump positions of 4, 8, E [ -z, 0] ), and for 16 q < m + 1 
{t,i}={t,~,,i}u 6 (t,i=sIs--j(s)=t,~,,, forsomel} (2.9) 
j=O 
(where zj are the jump positions of q(t, .), including to = z, but excluding 0). 
409/107/l-8 
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For q > 1, let t,, be a jump position of the solution x that is generated by 
propagation of a previous jump position t, . ,,< of x by means of a jump in the 
functional (thus, t,, is not in the first set of the union on the right-hand side of 
(2.9)). Then x is at least one degree smoother in t,, than in t,-,,iS. 
The jump values can be calculated recursively too, but this is a very tedious 
affair. In [3] we have carried out these calculations for the (relatively sim- 
ple) case that the jump positions 2) of the functional do not depend on t. 
Proof Let the functionals M(.) and N(.) be defined by 
M(t) $ = A(t) $40) + i f B,(t) lo [de(t) + z,(t))L/j!] $(e) 
i=l/=O -7 
N(t) IcI = j” wefhm,(t, e)i 4w --T 
so that x’(t) = M(t) x, + N(t) x,. The function x is continuous on gr,, with 
the possible exception of a finite set {to,} in [to - r, t,](Iinite because Q has 
an expansion) where it is continuous from the right. It follows that the 
function g: TV M( t) x, is continuous on 9 except for those points t for 
which t - r,(t) = to,,, where it has a jump with value B,d,. Obviously these 
points are finite in number, and all in [to, to + r]. 
Furthermore, for m > 0 the function h: t H M(t) x, is continuous on ?3 on 
account of Lemma 2. It follows that x’(t) = g(t) + h(t) is continuous on G8 
except possibly for t E { t,i} n9, with { tli} as in (2.9). In these points x’ 
may have a bounded jump. Consequently, x has an expansion of the first 
kind on 9 to order 1. 
For expansions to a higher order we use induction, in which much of the 
reasoning above applies. Suppose we have shown the validity of (2.8)-(2.9) 
up to order r, 0 < r < m. By formal differentiation of the FDE we have 
X++l) t = $ () ( 1 ‘(M(t)x,+N(t)x,) 
= g”‘(t) + h”‘(t) 
and g”’ satisfies the formal relation 
g”‘(t) = ; 
r 
(I( 
A(t) x(t) + i B,(t) x(t- T;(t)) 
I=0 
+ B,,(t) {’ x(s) ds + . . t -r,(t) 
+ Bim(t) j’ 
(2.10) 
I - T,(O 
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Thus, if x is C’ in neighbourhoods of t and all f - r,(t), then g”’ exists at t, 
and it is continuous there. If, on the other hand, x or one of its derivatives 
up to order r has a jump discontinuity at either t of t - ri(t), then g”’ will 
have a jump discontinuity at t. Furthermore, 
d r-1 
/p’(f) = - 0 ( dt 
(2.11) 
whenever x is r - 1 times continuously differentiable in neighbourhoods of t 
and t - z (cf. Lemma 3), and then h”’ exists, and it is continuous there. If x 
or one of its derivatives has a jump discontinuity at t or t-t, then so has 
A”‘. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 1 
Remark. If the delays zi are not constant, then it may happen that one 
delay propagates one jump discontinuity more than once. 
For example, if .r,(t) = 2 - sin 2t, then a jump at t = t, is propagated once 
ifforanykE~,tl+2E((k+4)7C+f~,(k+3)7C--~),twiceift,f2= 
(k+i)n.+&,h or tl+2=(k+$)n-+,,h, and three times if c,+~E 
((k + 3) x) - 4 ,/?, (k + f) TC + 4 $) (Fig. 2). 
Moreover, it is not difficult to construct a delay function that propagates 
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FIGURE 2 
one jump infinitely many times. Therefore, we need condition (vi), in the 
definition of expansions of linear non-autonomous functionals. This con- 
dition does not follow from the others, whatever m may be. 
3. SOLUTIONS WITH ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS DERIVATIVES 
BETWEEN THE JUMPS 
In the practice of numerical analysis it often occurs that a function is 
required to be in C”, whereas actually it is sufficient that its (m - 1)st 
derivative be absolutely continuous and its m th derivative be a reasonably 
smooth L, function. Therefore we give conditions that are sufficient for the 
solution of an FDE to be absolutely continuous between the jump 
positions, together with a number of its derivatives. 
DEFINITION. Let &c R be connected. A function x: d + R” has an 
expansion of the second kind to order m if there is an xc, _ ,) E C” ~ ‘(8, 
W) with xc,- 1J cm- l) absolutely continuous, such that 
m-1 
x(t)=C c dij(t-t#+/j!+x(,-,,(t) (3.1) 
i j=O 
where dijE R”, and in each compact interval in d there are a finite number 
of ti. 
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DEFINITION. A bounded linear functional L on C, has an expansion of 
the second kind to order m if there is a function q(, _ i) E C”- ‘(C-r, 01, 
Wx”) with y11;: ij absolutely continuous, such that for all 4 E C, 
k m-1 
where A and B, are n x n matrices and ri E (0, r]. 
DEFINITION. A non-autonomous linear functional L(.) on C, has an 
expansion of the second kind to order m if there is a function 
q(,*, ~,~:~x[-~,O]~iWnxnsuch that 
(i) for each t E 9, q(,+ ,)(t, .) is continuous from the left and of 
bounded variation on C-r, 01; 
(ii) the functions t H ye (,nP,)(t,O) and t~~~,+i)(t, -5) are in 
c”‘- ‘(9, R” ““), and their (m - 1)st derivatives are locally absolutely con- 
tinuous; 
(iii) for each r.4~3~ the function t~~(,~l~(t, u-f) is in 
C”‘--‘([u,u+5]n9, R”“” ) and its (m - 1) st derivative is absolutely con- 
tinuous; 
(iv) there is a function ge Lp”(9, R) such that for all UE [t-r, t], 
I(4d~)“ul(,,- ,)(f, u- t)l <g(t) a.e.; 
(v) there are A, Bii~ C’+ ‘(9, R”” “) with locally absolutely con- 
tinuous (m - 1)st derivatives, and r,~ C”(L3, [0, T]), such that for all 
(PEG 
k m-l 
A(t)(W + c c ~,i(W+~,(WJ! 
r=l j=O 
(3.3) 
(vi) for each t, E 9 the equations t - ri( t) = t, have a finite number of 
solutions. 
Remark. It is easy to verify that the following relations between expan- 
sions of the first and of the second kind hold: A function x: d -+ KY’, a 
bounded linear functional L or a non-autonomous functional L(.) on C, 
has an expansion of the second kind to order m if it has an expansion of 
the first kind to order m, and it has an expansion of the first kind to order 
m if it has an expansion of the second kind to order m + 1. 
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LEMMA 5. Let f: 9 x C-z, 0] -+ IR’“” be such that 
(i) for each tE9, f(t, .) is continuous to the left and qf bounded 
variation on [ -z, 01; 
(ii) the functions t wf (t, 0) and t +-+f (t, -T) are locally absolutely 
continuous on 9; 
(iii) for each u E SJT the function tt+f (t, u - t) is absolutely continuous 
on [u, u + 21; 
(iv) There is a function gE Lp(9, R) such that 
l$(t, u-t)1 <g(t)foralluE [t-T, t]. 
Then for any function x: G& + R” that is continuous from the right and has 
locally bounded variation, the function h: 9 --+ KY’ defined by 
h(t)= j” [d,f(t, @I x(t+~) (3.4) 
is locally absolutely continuous on 9. 
Proof: Let the extension 7 off be defined as in the proof of Lemma 2, 
anddefinegEL:“‘(GS, R) byg(t)=max(g(t), (d/&)f(t,O), (d/&)f(t, -7)). 
Then obviously 1 d/dtr( t, u-t)1 <g(t) for all uElR. 
Let 6>0, and {(a,,b,)},,l be a sequence of disjoint intervals in 
[to, T] c 9 such that xi (bi - ai) < 6. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2, we have (cf. 2.5)) 
Mb;) - Mai) 
=(f(bi, O)-f(ai, O))x(b,)- (f(bi, -z)-f(a,, -~)x(ai-~) 
” - s f ( (bi, u-bi)-.T(a,, u-a,)) duX(u) u, ~ T 
= (f (bi, 0) -f (ai, 0)) x(bi)- (f (bi, -7)-f (ai, -7)) x(0,-7) 
h 
-I s a, - T “‘$f(r, u-t)dtd,x(u). 0, 





+ B(t) dt Id,x(u)l 
10 T  u, 
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where M=su~~,~~~,~, Ix(t)l, and thus 
1 Ih(bi)-h(ai)l GM1 (If(bi, O)-ftai, O)l + If(bj, -z)-f(ai3 -z)l) 
+i:-Tj,,.h) g(t) dt Id,x(u)l> II , 
and this approaches zero as 6 -+ 0. 1 
THEOREM 6. Let L(.) be a non-autonomous linear functional on C, that 
satisfies the general hypotheses of Section 1 and has an expansion of the 
second kind to order m. Let 4 E C, have an expansion of the second kind to 
order m, and let x be the solution of the FDE 
x’(t) = L(t) x, (tEgn) 
xt, = 4. 
Then x has an expansion of the second kind to order m + 1 on 9, and the 
jump positions (up to order m) are given by (2.8)(2.9). 
Proof In view of Theorem 4 it will be obvious that x has an expansion 
of the first kind of order m. Therefore it suffices to show that xl;{ is 
absolutely continuous: if t is not one of the jump positions, then 
x#(t)=x’“‘(t)=g’“-“(t)+h”“-l’(t) 
where g and h are as in the proof of Theorem 4. The absolute continuity of 
g”‘- ‘) follows immediately from (2.10), that of h(“-‘I follows from (2.11) 
and Lemma 5. 1 
4. DISCUSSION 
It will be obvious that the arguments above can be used to show that 
solutions of a much larger class of FDEs may have an expansion of the 
first or second kind. For instance, the equation x’(t) = F(;(t, x,) allows 
solutions with expansions if F is a smooth function of the form 
F(t, Ic/) = n c G&t> $(O)) L,(t) 3 i>oj>o 
with a strongly convergent product and sum; here L, are linear functionals 
mapping c, into R, and G, are non-linear functions with values in R” (for 
i=O) or IV”” (for i > 0); thus the factor with i = 0 is an R” vector, which is 
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operated upon successively by the n x n matrix valued factors for 
i = 1) 2, 3 )... . The same holds if F has the form 
where g is a non-linear function from 9 x [-z, 0] x [w” into W. An impor- 
tant class of FDEs that cannot be treated in this way, is that of state- 
dependent delays (cf. Neves and Feldstein [6]). 
In the present paper we have given conditions for the functional that are 
sufficient for the solution to have an expansion (under suitable conditions 
for the initial function). No claim has been made that these conditions are 
also necessary. However, it seems that the underlying concept (that is, 
splitting the measure function r](t, .) into a smooth part and a number of 
(integrated) jumps) can hardly be avoided. This opinion is based on the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 7. Let L be a bounded linear functional on C, such that for 
any y: g7 + R” with an expansion of the first kind to order m, the function 
t H Ly, has an expansion of the,first kind to order m. Then L has an expan- 
sion of the first kind to order m. 
Proof On account of the Riesz representation theorem for linear 
functionals there is a function 4: [ -5, 0] + KY’““, of bounded variation on 
[ -7, 01, continuous from the left on (-T, 0), and with ~(0) = 0, such that 
Lq5 =J”r [d,v(B)] d(0) for all 4~ C, (cf. Section 1). Let je {I,..., n}, and 
take y(t) = e,H,,(t), where ei is the jth unit vector in I&!“. Then, for 
t E [to, to+ 21, Ly, = q(t - to) ej must have an expansion to order m 
because of the assumption. If [t,, t, + z] c 9, this means exactly that L 
has an expansion. If 9 c [to, t, + 21 then we may consider a number of 
functions y(t) = ejH,(t), where t, = tip 1 - t(sup 9 - to). Thus [-T, 0] is 
broken up into a finite number of segments with non-empty intersections, 
on each of which (q)! has an expansion to order m. Again the conclusion is 
that L has an expansion of the first kind to order m. 1 
In view of the necessity of expansions of the first kind for autonomous 
functionals, the definition of expansions of the first kind for non- 
autonomous functionals is a natural extension of this concept. A possible 
variant is that one does not require that the jump positions zi and values 
B, are in C”, but that they have expansions of the first kind to order m 
and m -j, respectively. In that case, the smoothing properties of functional 
differential equations are lost. On the other hand, one might then prove the 
following assertion: “Let L(.) be a non-autonomous linear functional on C, 
that satisfies the general hypotheses (cf. Section l), such that for each t E 9, 
L(t) has an expansion of the first kind to order m. If for each y: 9T + [w” 
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that has an expansion of the first kind to order m, t H L( t) y, has an expan- 
sion of the first kind to order m, then L(.) has an expansion of the first 
kind to order m." 
Apart from the reasoning used in Theorem 7, the proof uses a 
Banach-Steinhaus argument. 
A theorem for expansions of the second kind for autonomous 
functionals, analogous with Theorem 7, also holds. There is some doubt, 
however, about the sharpness of the definition of expansions of the second 
kind for non-autonomous functionals: we have not been able to prove an 
analogue to the statement cited in the previous paragraph, that the 
existence of expansions pointwise might imply the existence of an expan- 
sion on 9. 
Actually, it seems that condition (iv) is somewhat too restrictive: it 
requires, in a rather strong sense, uniform absolute continuity. On the 
other hand, we may show that without such a condition, Lemma 5 is not 
valid: 
EXAMPLE. Suppose that h: [to, T] + R is a continuous, but not 
absolutely continuous function. Then there are absolutely continuous 
functions {hi}, such that I/ hi 11 a < 2 pi 11 h /I and C,CO h, = h uniformly. 
Let Sz = [a, h] x [c, d] be a rectangular domain in the set 
{(t, u)l to< t< T, t-z 6 U< t}. Set 6 = d- C, and define the function 
(:Q+R by 
i(f, cl = 0, i t, c+; =h,(t), ( ) 
( t,c+; =o, ( 1 i t, c+; =h,(t), ( ) 
++~)=o, ;(r,c+~)=h,(t), 
etc., for all t E [a, b], and for intermediate values of u define [(t, u) by 
linear interpolation along verticals (Fig. 3). Obviously UH[(~, U) is 
absolutely continuous for each t E [a, b]. Furthermore, we may extend i 
continuously to [to, r] x R such that c(t, t) = [(t, t - z) = 0 and u H c(t, U) 
is absolutely continuous on [t, t - z] for each t. 
Let f:[t,,T]x[-z,O]-+R be defined by f(t,e)=[(t,t-0). Then 
L(t): C$ I--+ iOr [&f(t, 0)] d(0) satisfies all conditions that are necesssary to 
have an expansion of the second kind to order 1, except that there is no L, 
function g such that I (d/dt) q( t, t - u)] d g( t). 
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FIGURE 3 
Let the function y: IR + R be given by 
y(1)=0forr<~,c+$$~<~+~.c+~4tic+~,..., t B d. 
y(t)= 1 forc<t<c+$ 
1 36 136 
y(t)=4forc+qCt<c+x, 
etc. 
Then h(t)=SO.y(t+B)d,q(t,e)=S:-,y(s)d,i(t,s)=S~y(s)di(t,s) for 
a<t<b. 
It follows that condition (iv) cannot be deleted without any cornpen- 
sation. 
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